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Why advertise?
1. Advertising reminds people that you’re in business. Even
if readers don’t need your product or service right away,
seeing your name and logo over and over makes them
more likely to call you when they do need what you sell.
2. Advertising can lead to referrals. As new people move in
to Lansing, they ask around about where to shop, where
to eat, where to get their hair cut, toilet fixed, car serviced. Advertising helps ensure that your name becomes
part of those conversations.
3. Advertising sets you apart from your competitors—it’s
your message, your logo, your brand.

Beyond coupons
Many Lansing advertisers use coupons in their ads because
coupons are a built-in way to get a sense of whether your
ad is working. But coupons also appeal to a certain kind of
buyer. If you limit your advertising to coupons, you limit the
types of consumers you might attract.
Let’s look at

12 other reasons people buy
Some of these motivators work better for certain types of
businesses, but almost all of them can be adapted to any
kind of business.

As you look at the different options, write down some ideas
about how to apply each one to your business.
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1
Security and Safety
Everyone wants to feel safe and secure, and it’s natural for
consumers to want to protect their families, property, and
belongings. Security and
safety are good motivators
for businesses selling
insurance, baby carriages,
home alarms, or selfdefense classes.
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2
Desire to Possess
This is the motivation you often see in car ads, real estate
ads, some technology ads, and ads for specialty items like
antiques or other collectibles. A good idea for this kind of
consumer? Highlight any industry awards you’ve earned.
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3
Following the Crowd
Sometimes we buy things or go places just because
others are doing it. In Lansing, these ads can work well
for restaurants or bars with live entertainment, or for
movie theaters, or events. Using Yelp reviews or customer
testimonials in your ads can be very effective.
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4
Health
The National Institutes of Health notes that in 2014
Americans spent more than $36 billion on supplements
alone. Health motivators can also be used in restaurant ads,
sporting good ads, or ads for outdoor activities.
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5
Romance
Jewelry, cosmetics, and alcohol all use romance ads.
Romance can also work to sell a special meal, or
entertainment, or salon services.
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6
Curiosity
Some consumers are motivated by curiosity. If you’ve
remodeled your space, or you’re under new management,
or your location is off the beaten path, you can play that up
in an ad.
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7
Love of Beauty
Some people like nice things, so this kind of ad can make
sense if you want to sell luxury goods or art. But beauty is
subjective, so a “love of beauty” ad can also work for simple
things like paint, or carpet, or organization supplies.
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8
Recreation and Relaxation
Does your business offer a service that benefits busy,
stressed consumers? This kind of ad doesn’t have to be
limited to travel agents or vacation getaways. You can
highlight any service you offer that lets people spend more
time recreationally.
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9
Feeling Important
Consumers are often motivated by their desire to look and
feel important. These kinds of ads can work for designer
clothing, jewelry, and luxury services, but they don’t have
to be limited to high-end products. Some businesses
make their customers feel important by recognizing their
birthday, or by rewarding honor students, or by having
different kinds of membership
clubs. Maybe you want to
choose a certain kind of person
to reward—veterans, seniors,
people who are new to Lansing,
motorcyclists, people who give
blood, people who vote.
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10
Pleasure and Comfort
Home furnishings often appeal to this motivator—beds,
pillows, recliners—and so do some wellness services like
massage parlors and spas. You can use price as a way to
appeal to someone’s financial comfort as well as physical
comfort.
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11
Avoiding Discomfort
This kind of advertising can work well for anyone who helps
alleviate anxiety about the future—financial planners,
healthcare services, hospice companies.
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12
Loved Ones
Many purchase decisions are motivated by consumers’
love for the people in their lives. And many of the above
motivators can be
reworked to apply
to loved ones as
well as self.
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We can help
you reach your
buyers.
Planning your
advertising a year at
a time is a way to
develop a consistent
presence and
strategic messaging.
The Lansing Journal
offers reduced
rates to businesses
who are able to
make a yearlong advertising
commitment—and
we can help you
put together a one-page
advertising plan that outlines some creative
ideas customized to your business and your customers.
Contact us for details—
Arlo Kallemeyn

arlok@excelprintmail.com
708-439-7316

Matthew Splant

mjsplant@thelansingjournal.com
708-513-4471

Denise Wiles

708-259-1399

Melanie Jongsma mjongsma@thelansingjournal.com
708-921-4938
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